
Building for 
the Future: 
Levelling up the South West’s 
economy with quality, affordable 
& sustainable housing



If we learned anything from 2020, it is the importance of 
a safe, secure and warm home. 
At Homes for the South West, our members have long been committed to building 
beautiful and sustainable homes. We create neighbourhoods that work for local 
people, and enhance the built and natural environment for future generations. As 
we look to navigate our way out of the COVID-19 pandemic and fuel the Country’s 
vital economic recovery, high-quality affordable housing has a greater role in 
society than ever before. 

It’s no secret that the UK needs to build more 
homes. We know that housebuilding is one of the 
Government’s preferred methods for reinvigorating 
the economy via job creation and other benefits. 
Furthermore, social and affordable rented homes 
have played a key role during pandemic. We have 
been there in response to the urgent need to take 
rough sleepers off the streets, and we have also 
been there to house our essential workers - the 
bus drivers, shop assistants, care workers and NHS 
staff, who would ordinarily not be able to afford to 
live near their place of work as they help keep the 
country moving. 

COVID-19 has changed our economy, our society 
and the South West with it. But we firmly believe 
housing will be crucial to shaping the future of 
the region. In the following pages we’ve set out 
how, with the right support from Government, 
we can build on our commitment to invest £4bn 
and deliver 25,000 homes over 5 years. We want 
to meet housing need in the South West helping 
to support those hardest hit by the downturn 
and the creation of economic and employment 
opportunities to truly Build Back Better for all.

Victor da Cunha 

Chair, Homes for the South West

Our members are:
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Homes for the South West is a 
coalition of some of the largest 
housing associations in South 
West England. We already own 
245,000 homes and house half a 
million people.

To meet housing need in the South West we 
want to work with Government to: 

Deliver new homes quicker through public sector land reform
Land is vital to the delivery of affordable housing and a new partnership will help us to deliver homes 
quicker. The current model is geared towards those that can acquire land as the highest bidder, which 
favours large developers able to ‘land bank’.

We recommend that the current public land disposal strategy be reviewed and that, in future, 
priority for public land should change from cash for Treasury to the provision of public housing.

Double the number of homes we can build
We are already planning to build 25,000 homes over the next five years but we can build another 20,000 
with the right support from Government. To address historic underinvestment in the South West, we’re 
calling for an additional £1 billion from Government to meet housing need in the region. 

With that £1bn from Government we can attract another £3bn in private financing to build the 
homes using new Modern Methods of Constuction.

Offer greater flexibility to deliver more affordable homes 
We want to be able to adapt the types of homes we build to meet demand in different market conditions. 
The most effective way to do this would be for Government to allow us to decide what ‘tenure’ our homes 
would be on practical completion of the property. This would give Housing Associations greater scope to 
adapt to changes in the market and help to meet local need more effectively.

Now we’re committing to a £4bn investment programme that will deliver 25,000 homes 
over the next five years.

To meet our ambitious target, we need to build differently and we are committing to 
building 25% of our homes using Modern Methods of Construction.

This investment will have a wider economic benefit – helping to support the employment of 
77,500 people and provide 850 apprentice, graduate or trainee roles. 

But we have the capacity in our organisations to do more. To meet housing need in the 
South West 42,000 homes are required per year, with around 15,000 of those homes 
needing to be affordable homes. We can build more homes, quicker, with the right support 
from Government to address the significant gap between need and supply.
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The power of housebuilding in 
COVID-19 recovery
Investment in affordable housing is one of the best ways to support the South West’s economic 
and social recovery following the COVID-19 pandemic. In most areas of the country, there are 
potential savings in welfare spending by moving families receiving housing benefits into social or 
affordable rented accommodation – on average £1,250 annually.1

Creates jobs Housebuilding creates jobs, both in construction and 
in the supply chain. Every £1 spent on construction 
output generates £2.84 in economic activity.2

Reduces financial 
pressures on the 
Treasury 

For every £1 spent on construction, there is a 56p 
benefit to the Exchequer from increased tax revenues 
and reduced benefits payments as the activity 
stimulates employment growth.3

Supports the 
levelling-up 
agenda

Providing training, skills and opportunities 
and supporting the establishment of new and 
innovative industries.

Increases 
confidence

Building the confidence of consumers, investors and 
developers will be key to the UK’s economic recovery 
and will ensure the country keeps moving forward. 

Building more homes: 
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Making the case for the 
South West recovery

At the moment, the very real 
inequalities which have long 
existed in the South West, 
are not being addressed

Contrary to how it’s often described, there is not one single ‘housing market’ in the 
UK, but rather a mix of markets across the country, each with some unique and 
some common factors. The South West is no different. Its popularity means that 
in some areas house prices are prohibitively high, up to fourteen times that of the 
average annual income.4 In other areas of the South West, the prevalence of low-
wage employment and a lack of digital connectivity means there is an urgent need 
for the investment and ‘levelling-up’ which is more traditionally associated with the 
north of England.5 

This focus on the north - south divide in the context of the ‘levelling-up’ agenda needs to change. At 
the moment, the very real inequalities which have long existed in other regions of the UK, including the 
South West, are not being addressed. 

The impact of COVID-19 has exacerbated the twin problems in the region of high house prices and a 
reliance on the tourism and hospitality industries for employment. The effects of the virus have been 
greatly felt by residents. 
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The South West is 
both unique and 
ambitious, with an 
economy that was 
valued at £64 billion 
before the pandemic

The South West has been the worst hit region of the UK for 
job disruption during the COVID-19 pandemic.6 Cornwall alone 
receives a third of its annual income from the tourism industry, 
and was hit by a 34% drop in GVA in the second quarter of 2020, 
putting an estimated 72,800 jobs at risk across the county.7

At the same time, house prices in the South West have risen by 
6.4% in the year to the end of September 2020, compared with 
a UK average of 4.7%.8 This has been attributed, in large part, to 
a ‘flight’ from cities as homeowners rethink their lifestyles in the 
context of homeworking. 

The South West is both unique and ambitious, with an economy 
that was valued at £64 billion before the pandemic.9 It plans to 
become England’s greenest economy, providing its largest carbon 
sink and pioneering zero-carbon food production and farming 
alongside alternative and innovative energy production methods. 
It is also the home of growing industrial clusters in marine, defence 
and engineering. 

If we are to support the workers on whom substantial portions 
of the regional South West economy relies, as well as feed the 
growth of exciting new industry hubs and businesses, we need the 
right types of homes in the right places. This will be fundamental 
to both driving up productivity and reducing unemployment 
rates. Building new homes, affordable to local employees, will 
support the regional recovery and enable people to work near 
their place of work whilst driving construction supply chains and 
creating thousands of jobs in the future. The multiplier effect of 
construction is enormous – for every £1 spent, £2.84 is generated 
in economic activity10 – and should be exploited for social and fiscal 
benefits as we recover from COVID-19.
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own 245,000  
homes

house half a  
million people

Collectively we:

What Homes for the South West 
members are already delivering.

have nearly 7,000 
employees

contribute £1bn to 
the local economy

We’re committed to building beautiful, safe, and 
sustainable homes. In 2019/20 alone we have delivered 

more than 3,000 affordable homes:  

1,298 
homes for 

affordable rent

731
 homes for 
social rent

1,079 
homes for 

affordable sale

The National Housing Federation Local Economic Impacts 
Calculator estimates that these new homes equate to more 

than £412.9 million GVA added to the South West economy as 
well as supporting 8,250 jobs in the region across the year.11  

But we could do more… 
We want to work with Government to: 

Deliver new homes quicker through public sector land reform
Land is vital to the delivery of affordable housing, which is why a new partnership 
will help us to deliver homes quicker. We recommend that the current public 
land disposal strategy be reviewed and that, in future, priority for public land 
should change from cash for Treasury to the provision of public housing.

Double the number of homes we can build
We are already planning to build 25,000 homes over the next five years but 
we can build another 20,000 with the right support from Government. With 
an additional £1 billion from Government, we can attract another £3 billion in 
private financing to deliver the affordable and sustainable housing the South 
West needs.

Offer greater flexibility to deliver more affordable homes 
Flexibility is crucial for Housing Associations to be able to not only meet local 
need more effectively, but also to meet demand in different market conditions. 
We recommend that the existing way in which grant can be used be changed 
to allow Housing Associations to decide what ‘tenure’ our homes would be on 
practical completion of the property. This would ensure that housing outputs 
from our members remains strong through an unpredictable economic climate.

152
 homes for market 

sale and rent
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@Homes4SW

homesforthesouthwest@gmail.com 

https://homesforthesouthwest.co.uk
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